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ABSTRACT
This thesis contains the first ten chapters of a novel and a craft essay on the dialect of
African Americans in literature. Craft is made by culture, and is reflected in creative writing. In
the craft essay, I discuss the importance of employing dialect for writing believable characters
with depth. Although the subject of dialogue and dialect has been controversial in the craft of
writing, Black writers must stay vigilant examining how dialect is used in African American
literature, with two ultimate goals; to give voice to community we represent, and to respect the
authenticity while accurately recreating it. Most of the stories in my novel are written from the
first person point of view in order to represent this community, employing the current rules of
writing dialect while sustaining the rhythm and flow of the African American voice, with
African Americans as my intended audience.
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CRAFT ANALYSIS
The Issue of Dialect in African American Writing

Mastering dialogue in writing fiction is one of the most basic goals for writing
believable fiction. If it is written well, the reader can easily be immersed into a created world.
The goal for writing good dialogue is to create voices that sound authentic and realistic enough
that the reader isn’t distracted by the voices, and the characters are believable. According to
Renne Brown and Dave King, in the book, Self-Editing for Fiction Writers, the greatest
challenge for writers is “writing dialogue that reflects your characters’ vocabularies, histories,
and emotions...” (100). This is where the writer will need to make decisions that will define
characters, not only in terms of their personalities, but to also distinguish them from each other.
Formal speech and informal speech will clue the reader‘s understanding of education, class, and
can even inform them of ethnicity. This is where dialect enters the picture. In his book, A
Stranger’s Journey: Race, Identity, and Narrative Craft in Writing, David Mura notes that
Black writers are writing from a different description of their reality than white writers.
Consciously or unconsciously, white writers, expose their bias for what they believe is the
accurate representation for proper dialogue and dialect, not only for their white characters, but
for their non-white characters as well. Therefore, as African American writers, it is important, if
not crucial to the integrity of our African American experience to accurately represent our
community in our work. Megan Obourn addresses the importance of this subject in an article
where she states, “Writing out of a history of enforced silence, African American authors have
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represented voice as an important source of personal and political agency; and the search for
language in African American fiction is often simultaneously a search for identity and an
affirmation of individual selfhood” (Obourn, 239).
In this essay, I will attempt to express the struggle and decisions African American
writers must make when writing for characters whose voices they have no doubt heard all of
their lives in kitchens, in beauty parlors and barber shops, on street corners, and in churches.
They feel the cadence of the dialogue, and debate whether to record what their senses hear, or
write dialogue that sounds acceptable to white audiences. Obourn affirms the importance of the
struggle African American writers wrestle with in their desire to be authentic or to be
“universal” or acceptable to white readers. This paper will take look into the dilemma of dialect
and how to successfully apply the findings to my novel.
Before delving into fiction written by African Americans, I want to take a moment to
address dialect in fiction by non-Black writers of African American characters. Southern white
writers frequently write cumbersome dialect that represents what they think Black characters
sound like. This causes readers and African American readers especially, to wonder how much
thought has gone into the craft of how the dialogue of African Americans should be approached
and written. Viewed from the vantage point of an African American reader, much of the
dialogue depicted by the Black characters is often degrading and embarrassing. Mark Twain
offers many examples of this folly in his work. The novel, Huckleberry Finn, stands out as an
example of offensive dialect in Jim, a slave, and one of the main characters. Read through
African American eyes, there is no complexity in his character. Jim is an adult who should at
least be given the status of partner to the young white boy; he is a man who has endured slavery
and is trying to escape it and unite his family. Yet, the dialogue portrays Jim as not intelligent
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enough to speak in a way the reader can even understand. Here is an example from Browne and
King:
“Why, Huck, doan’ de French people talk de same way we does?”
“No Jim; you couldn’t understand a word they said—not a single word.”
“Well, now, I be ding-busted! How do dat come?”
“I don’t know; but it’s so. I got some of their jabber out a book. Spose a man
was to come to you and say Polly-voo-franzy—what would you think?”
“I woudn’ think nuff’n; I’d take en bust over de head” (109).
In examples like this one, the dialogue is not only distracting; it tends to promote a sense of
racial inferiority. Therefore, it comes as no surprise that the issue of dialect within dialogue is so
important to African American writers.
One of the most noted controversies among African American writers during the period
of the Harlem Renaissance in the 1920’s was between Richard Wright and Zora Neale Hurston
over Hurston’s use of a uniquely southern dialect in her work. It came during a time when
African Americans were trying to prove to white America that they were deserving of equal
treatment and equal rights through their contribution to the Arts. African Americans wanted to
prove that they were created in the image of God, demanding the same rights as other
Americans. In working toward this goal in the Civil Rights struggle, these artists were careful to
not do anything that might distract and hinder white America from understanding and
embracing that message. It was a time when young Black children were systematically taught
by their elders that they were representing the whole African American race. They could not
perform below average. They had to be better than average to prove they were not inferior, but
worthy of being treated humanely.
3

Aside from the whole issue of writing dialogue to help the reader relate to the characters,
was the question of the use of dialect in Black literature. The decision regarding exactly how to
employ dialect in African American writing also carried the burden of not wanting to distract
the average white reader from the stories while staying true to authentic dialect, to the rhythms
of the language as African Americans heard it in the Black community. African American
writers did Hurston saw this issue differently. She wasn’t interested in pleasing white readers.
She saw herself first as an anthropologist, and felt it her duty to represent the voices of African
Americans, and Southern African Americans in particular in an authentic way, by recording and
representing in her stories the way her characters actually sounded. It was a well-known fact
that Richard Wright, an African American author whose work targeted the oppression of his
race was Hurston’s strongest critic. He called her use of dialect “a continuation of ‘minstrel
technique” (Obourn 238). In response, Hurston criticized Wright’s use (or non-use, perhaps) as
equally disturbing, and stated, “Since the author is himself a Negro, his dialect is a puzzling
thing. One wonders how he arrived at it. Certainly he does not write by ear unless he is tonedeaf” (Obourn 238). Hurston’s statement was especially intriguing to me because I am
struggling to not be “tone-deaf” while giving dignity to my characters in my novel, A Mother’s
Guide to Dying, as well as to be respectful of the work of Hurston’s biographical account of
Cudjo Lewis, aka Kossola.
In my novel, I have inserted a real-life person into the fictional story. Cudjo was among
the last Africans to be kidnapped from Africa, five years before the Civil War abolished slavery
in the United States. As someone who came to America so recently, he had a lot of memories of
his life in Africa, and as a writer, Hurston was eager to record Kossola’s life story, and as an
anthropologist, she was eager to record his authentic language as accurately as possible. But
4

even back when she wrote Barracoon: The Story of the Last “Black Cargo” in 1931, she faced
resistance. When she submitted the manuscript to Viking Press, they “asked for the life of
Kossola, but in language rather than dialect” (Hurston xxii), to which the book introduction
noted, “The dialect was a vital and authenticating feature of the narrative. Hurston would not
submit to such revision” (xxii). No one else would publish Hurston’s book until 2018, with the
assistance of many, including editor, Deborah Plant, a fan and advocate of Hurston’s efforts.
Therefore, when I included Kossola, a character based on the real person, I too wanted to do
Hurston justice by closely imitating Kossola’s dialect and cadence as it was written in
Barracoon. This was my struggle—can I use Kossola’s authentic dialect as Hurston heard it, to
make him a believable real-life person, while not distracting the reader too much?
I understand that it is important to admit that times change and styles of writing go in
and out of vogue. Not only will I admit it is it difficult to read Hurston’s novel, His Eyes Were
Watching God, and many of her other works (unless it is read aloud, especially by an
experienced reader such as Ruby Dee on audiobooks), as well as other books with thick dialect,
such as Huckleberry Finn, it almost needs translation like Hamlet does for those unfamiliar with
Shakespearean dialect to make it readable. However, in Hurston’s case, she was following her
political beliefs in segregation; that African Americans must be true to themselves, and not try
to integrate African American culture with white culture, so she carried that political philosophy
into her writing. As stated previously, the goal of the writer is to aid the reader in getting “lost”
in the created world, and if the dialect is too overwhelming, it pulls the reader out of the story
instead of into it, keeping it on a fictional plane. Even though older works reflect this kind of
dialogue, Browne and King make an important point when they advise writers to omit “-ly
adverbs, oddball verbs of speech, trick spellings...it’s the easy way out” (112). Dreyer’s English
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also advises against “the relentless replacement of terminal g’s...” (Dreyer, 125) because it
doesn’t create dialogue readers can believe in. Of course, there are exceptions to every rule.
Edward P. Jones’s short story collection, Lost in the City, is an attempt to mirror the dialogue of
the streets.
After school she said to Miss Jenny, “Don’t tell Daddy ‘bout that dead pigeon. You
know how he is: He’ll think it’s the end of the world or somethin’.”
“You know what he do in the mornin?” Betsy Ann said. “He go out and look at them
pigeons.”
“Oh?” Miss Jenny, who knew what Robert had been doing, did not turn around from the
stove. “Wants to say good mornin to em, hunh?”
“I don’t think so. I ain’t figured out what he doin,” the girl said (14).
According to Browne and King, the best way to express a character’s social, class, and
geographical background is “thorough word choice, cadence, and grammar” (112). Yet,
throughout the entire collection, Jones breaks the current rules—and it sounds more authentic to
my ear. I don’t hear the “g’s,” so it sounds like it is written correctly.
In an attempt to follow the updated rules of writing dialect, as well as to bring dignity to
his African American characters, I believe that Ta-Nehisi Coates appears to have taken
Hurston’s philosophy to the other extreme, with an opposite approach to dialect in his 2019
novel, The Water Dancer. In this novel, set in the 1800, characters lose the rhythm and flow’
(with Harriet Tubman as one of the characters helping slaves escape the South and slavery);
these characters use, for lack of a better term, speech that more closely resembles Standard
American English. Written in the first person point of view, Hiram, the main character speaks in
a melodic and quite formal manner. Even when the slaves speak, their dialect is more formal
6

than expected. It is as distracting to me as Hurston’s, which raises the question: is Coates using
his political agency in the “voice” of Hiram, as well as in the slaves as a way of offering up
what he views is a redeemable and dignifying approach to his Black characters? The novel
begins this way:
“And I could only have seen her there on the stone bridge, a dancer wreathed in ghostly
blue, because that was the way they would have taken her back when I was young, back when
the Virginia earth was still read as brick and red with life, and though there were other bridges
spanning the river, Goose, they would have bound her and brought her to this one, because this
was the bridge that fed into the turnpike that twisted its way through the green hills and down
the valley before bending in one direction, and that direction was south” (3).
Here is an example of where Hiram speaks to Harriet Tubman and we get to hear his
voice, as well as hers:
“I have never known how to feel about this story, Harriet. My momma was left out of
connection. Her father was sold off. Then she was sold off too. I thought I was done with all of
that. I can barely see her face, for I have no memory of her now. But that story and this Santi
Bess...” I trailed off—shrinking back from the words forming in my throat. I turned to Harriet,
stunned. “How have you done this?”
“Sounds as if you already know, friend,” said Harriet. “Imagine the islands in a great
river. And imagine that normal folks must swim from island to island—imagine that is their
only method. But you, friend, you are different. Because you, unlike the others, can see a bridge
across that river, many bridges even, connecting all the islands, many bridges, each one made of
a different story....that is conduction. The many bridges. The many stories. The way over the
river” (280).
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This is beautiful writing, but it doesn’t sound authentic to what we’ve been taught about
the level of formal education achieved by the typical African American slave of the 1800’s.
Contrast that with the dialogue in Barracoon, where Hurston goes to great pains to
record what she hears, “using his vernacular diction, and spelling his words as she hears them
pronounced. Sentences follow his syntactical rhythms and maintain his idiomatic expressions
and repetitive phrases. Hurston’s methods respect Kossola’s own storytelling sensibility; it is
one rooted in African soil” (Hurston xviii). In this passage, Hurston is in conversation with
Kossola:
“Oh Lor’, I know it you call my name. Nobody don’t callee me my name from
cross de water but you. You always callee me Kossula, jus’ lak I in de Affica soil!”
I noticed that another man sat eating with him and I wondered why. So I said, “I
see you have company, Kossola.”
“Yeah, I got to have somebody stay wid me. I been sick in de bed de five month.
I needa somebody hand me some water. So I take dis man and he sleep here and take
keer Cudjo. But I gittee well now” (Hurston, 17-18).
Twain’s Black dialect is now viewed as offensive to most in the literary world, and as a
result there are those who are now wary of writing any dialect, fearful of reflecting ignorance
and being offensive. Toni Morrison, who addressed racism in the writing of otherwise esteemed
white writers, seems to have been successful in finding a way to retain the dignity and
authenticity only afforded by a writer knowledgeable of the craft of writing dialogue and
dialect. The novel, Beloved, takes place during slavery, and Sethe is a runaway. Her voice and
that of Paul D seems to land between both examples:
“I was thinking of looking for work around here. What you think?”
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“Ain’t much. River mostly. And hogs.”
“Well, I never worked on water, but I can pick up anything heavy as me, hogs included.”
“Whitepeople better here than Kentucky but you may have to scramble some.”
“It ain’t whether I scramble; it’s where. You saying it’s all right to scramble here?
“Better than all right” (41).
Morrison never uses “dis” and “dat”. There are no dropping of “g”s. It’s not distracting
with the thickness of the dialect, yet she does succeed in capturing the rhythm of the Black
community.
The first goal in writing dialect in my novel is to respect the authenticity and accuracy of
African American voices. Hurston gave voice to this dialect in the manner in which she
documented Cudjo Lewis’s speech pattern, a mixture of his newly acquired southern dialect
mixed with his Yoruba language, and the belief she was that writing what she heard was the
most respectful.
My second goal in writing my novel is to respect the “voices” I heard from my family
and community, especially as I was raised by a grandmother born in southern Georgia. For this
reason, most of the chapters are written in the first person point of view. I do hear their voices,
and want the reader to hear them as well, while employing the current rules of writing dialect
that sustain language’s rhythm and flow, a craft in which Morrison is a Master.
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A MOTHER’S GUIDE TO DYING
PROLOGUE
Genesis, 1962
I grew up with a grandmother who believed more in things she couldn’t see than things
she could. My Nana Sophie was the only grown up who would admit to believing in ghosts, and
in spirits coming back from the grave, or just never leaving, and she taught all of us to believe
the same. So when I was nine years old, sitting at the Visitation, peering into the face of my
father in the casket, I really believed that at any minute he would wake up. I thought he would
open his eyes, sit up, and look around at all of us family and friends sitting in his mother’s,
Nana Sophie’s, front room. How could I not? Because of my grandmother, I knew all about
dying rituals before my father was found dead. Now, all grown up, I can still be afraid of
looking in the mirror when I go to the bathroom in the middle of the night, remembering that
day.
Before they brought my father into Nana Sophie’s house, I remember my six aunts got
busy covering all the mirrors and windows.
“When folks die, their bodies are what die,” Aunt Wisteria said, talking as much to
nobody in the room as she was to me. “But their soul? Why, that soul can wander around the
house for days! And if they get a glimpse in the mirror, it’s too much. That spirit will either
make it so you can never see out of it again, or worse!”
“What could be worse?” I asked.
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“What’s worse?” Aunt Wisteria stopped draping the white sheet over a mirror and
turned to look at me so fast, I was afraid she’d fall off the stool. “Girl, the mirror could capture
the image of the dead soul, and every time someone looks in that mirror, that ghost is who’d
they see!”
Aunt Amaryllis came in the living room just then. “Don’t be giving Genesis
nightmares,” she hissed, trying to whisper as if I wasn’t standing right there. “Her daddy just
died, for goodness’ sakes. What’s wrong with you?”
For the “sitting up ceremony,” my five uncles had put all the chairs they could fit into
the front room and placed five chairs near the place where the casket would lay. They were
going to take turns staying up with their brother all that night, even though Nana Sophie spent
most of last night wailing so loud, no one could sleep anyway. Today we were all there, all
eleven of her children, my mother, and me, the only granddaughter allowed that night for two
reasons: it was my father, and, when my uncles told me and my cousins stories of ghosts who
walked the dark country roads of the town they grew up in, I was the only one not afraid. When
I asked them if they knew who the ghosts were, Uncle Easy would say, “Sometimes they were
folks we knew that had died, but hadn’t passed yet.”
“Why not?”
“Because they weren’t buried the right way. Or they needed to tend to some unfinished
business. We’re gonna bury your daddy the right way,” Uncle Jake said, hugging me.
It was so hard to believe that my father was gone. Even when the men had brought his
body from the alley way and laid him before my mother (who wailed so loud, the men decided
to take him to Nana Sophie’s house instead). I couldn’t imagine anything else but my father
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sleeping like princesses do in Disney movies, and that at any moment he would wake up. I
could just see it like it like a movie.
“What the hell is going on?” he would demand. Then he would see me standing next to
the casket, waiting, peering into his face with a big grin on mine, and he would say, “Oh, sorry
for the bad word. I didn’t realize you were here…but what are you doing here? Wait…what am
I doing here?”
And then I would proudly announce to all the gasping faces, especially my mother’s,
“See! I told you he wasn’t dead! I told you to make sure you checked!”
I mean, I had seen enough Edgar Allen Poe movies at the Saturday matinee of people
scratching the coffin once they are buried, trying to get out, knowing that dead people aren’t
dead if you don’t check. The first person I tried to tell Nana Sophie when Mommy and I got to
her house for the Wake. But Nana Sophie was in her own world, and even though she was
looking at me, I could tell she wasn’t listening.
So I tried to warn my mother when I sat down in the chair next to her, just in front of his
body “I don’t believe Daddy is dead!” I said, leaning over and whispering in her ear. “I mean,
he looks like he’s asleep. Where was he when they thought he was dead? Because he was
probably in a deep sleep, just taking a nap, like the ones he takes on Sunday afternoons on the
couch…the ones I can’t wake him up from, but if I do, I’m in big trouble. I mean, how do you
really know?”
Aunt Wisteria, sitting on the other side of me, pulled me off of my mother and toward
her. “Shush.”
We’d talked about this very thing, back when my father left and it was up to her to
entertain me since that was always what my father did. We were watching a movie about a
12

person being buried alive, and I got scared. Now she was reminding me again. “Honey, they
have people now. They call them morticians who make sure people are dead so things like that
don’t happen.”
“How do they do that?”
“They empty out their insides or something, and put some kind of fluid in them.”
“So, in other words, they kill them. If they aren’t dead when they come in, they kill them
and take their insides out! Is that what they did to Daddy?”
Mommy started to tear up. “No, baby. Nana Sophie didn’t want that. She just wanted the
people who found him to bring him here. They’re gonna bury him right away. That’s how the
old folks do things down here where Nana Sophie lives.”
It was then that she acted like she was thinking that she probably shouldn’t be talking to
me about stuff like this. I could tell by the way she started looking for a cigarette. She searched
around the room for her black leather bag, and upon finding it, opened the golden clasp and
once inside, started moving stuff around in there. “I really need to clean out this bag.! This is
ridiculous! I can’t find a thing with all this junk in here! What is it all anyway?”
I could have told her what it all was. I loved my mother’s pocketbook. It had old gum
and mints, some with dirt on them; they’d been in the bottom of her pocketbook for so long. She
saved them for when she went to church, so if the pastor or one of the deaconesses spoke to her,
they wouldn’t know she smoked pretty much one cigarette after another. How she took a two
hour break for a church service was what I called a miracle! It was like she got healed from her
addiction for two hours! I always asked Mommy after church, “Mommy, why are you smoking
again?” as she lit a cigarette when we hadn’t even driven two blocks away. “If you can stop for
two hours, that means you can stop forever! Mommy, open the window! I can’t breathe!”
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She just stared at me, her eyes squinting through the haze of curling smoke. Then she
would take her hand and brush the smoke away from me. “Genesis, it’s not that easy. Don’t you
think I would stop if I could?”
“But you can,” I’d tell her. “What if the preacher kept going like he does sometimes, but
this time it was crazy! He thought he couldn’t stop either, and he just went on preaching for the
whole day, and people’s stomachs were growling so loud, you could hardly hear what he was
saying? Mommy, you wouldn’t start smoking in church because God would see you, and
Grandma Sarah said that if you do anything bad and God sees you, He just strikes you down
with lightning right then and there! You wouldn’t want God to strike you down, would you,
Mommy? Because He would do it!”
“Genesis, sometimes my mother just says things…have you ever seen anyone struck
down dead by God?”
“Well, when we were studying weather, we watched a movie that said people can get
struck by lightning.”
“And did the movie say anything about why they can get struck? Did they say anything
about God catching you at something?”
“Well no…”
“I rest my case.” My mother loved saying that. She always watched Perry Mason on TV
when she ironed, and whenever a lawyer said that, it was supposed to mean, “I win”, even if
Perry Mason got up to make his speech after them, which meant they didn’t win at all.
Then she went scrambling through her pocketbook for her cigarettes and she finally
found them; like they just appeared again after disappearing, like magic, right next to the last
thing she moved—her matches. She really couldn’t ever find her matches, but just before she
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gave up, she would look around, hoping that someone who was standing or sitting near her
would have some, or she’d see a matchbook lying on the table, or find it on the floor where it
had fallen out while she was ripping her pocketbook apart, looking for the cigarettes. When she
finally got the cigarette lit, she always inhaled and exhaled long and slow, like finding those
cigarettes and matches was really hard work, and she could finally take a break.
I guess this time the break was from talking to me about how come she would believe
my father was dead, when he was just taking a really long nap, and he was so tired, he didn’t
mind people messing with him, taking off his clothes, and putting on an outfit he would never
wear, because the suits my father picked out for himself were always cool. He looked like a star
like Nat King Cole. This suit he had on now didn’t look like it was his. I don’t think he would
have worn this suit. I knew that if my father saw himself in this get-up, he would be upset.
That was when I thought I saw a movement. Was it his eyebrow raising? His brow
furrowing? I got up and stood over my father’s body, and then looked back at Nana Sophie.
“He’s moving! Nana, did you see?”
Nana Sophie froze. “Lord, Jesus!” she whispered.
My father’s fingers gripped the sides of the casket and his body started to rise. I
couldn’t contain it any longer. “Mommy!” I shouted. “Big Poppa! Look at my daddy! He’s
getting up! I told you, I told you! He’s not dead. He’s alive! My father is alive!”
Nana Sophie, who was sitting at the foot of the casket, jumped up and hugged Daddy
like he had just got home from one of his trips he took to play his saxophone with his band.
“My baby! My baby!” Then she turned to my mother and said, “No thanks to you!”
Nana Sophie called all of her twelve kids “baby” as well as all of her grandchildren. She
had so many kids over the years, getting into all sorts of danger, but she never lost a one. Uncle
15

Jake fell of a horse and the horse ran over him. Everyone said Uncle Jake should’ve died, but he
didn’t. Uncle Elijah and Auntie Rose both had cancer, but they didn’t even need chemo.
Grandpa, who we called Big Poppa, came up to the coffin next and slapped Daddy
upside the head. “Why do you want to go and make your mama scared for like that? What’s
wrong with you, boy?” Big Poppa wouldn’t have done that to anybody else in the family, but he
was always yelling at my father about one thing or another, telling him to grow up and get a real
job at the factory and support his family, and to stop playing “that crazy jazz music”.
I was so glad I was with Big Poppa and Nana Sophie at that moment. They found it hard
to believe they had lost a child because things had never gone this far. No one had ever ended
up in a coffin. None of my aunts and uncles had ever had a Wake before, with the whole family
coming together to cry about one of their siblings. But I don’t think anyone kept believing that it
wasn’t over for my father. No one believed in the magic except me and Nana Sophie. That was
why we kept waiting and watching. I wanted to be the first one to see him rise from the dead,
just like Lazarus. I wasn’t thrown off by the crying or my aunties covering the mirrors. I mean,
they cried at the gravesite of Lazarus. Even Jesus wept. But then he told Lazarus to get up. And
Lazarus did. So I just kept saying that in my mind. And my father did was Lazarus did. He got
up. Only difference was that my father was just cussin’ when he did it.
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CHAPTER 1
Why Mama Mae Believed in Magic
Mama Mae, 1860
Once upon a time in the not so long ago, when it was good times for white folks and the
worst of times for any one of us who were forced to be around them, there was magic. We
needed it. We had been captured by a nightmare from which we could not awake. But I brought
my magic with me from the Ivory Coast, keeping it close and locked inside where no one could
take it away. Not unless I gave it to them to hold. My mother gave it to me in my nightmare, the
one I dreamed the first night I knew I was separated from her forever. In the dream she told me
sometimes the owner had no control, but sometimes one could chose the magic, and what kind
of magic it would be.
When I was on that slave ship, I saw our people flying over the waters. It was when the
white men wanted our mothers and daughters, not caring if we were bleeding or nursing or
whatever. It was the only time they released us from the chains dragging us down, to drag us up
from below to the deck at night. That was when I saw our people flying between the stars,
slicing through the blue black sky. Starlight and moonlight shone on their black bodies and on
the black sea. I knew where they were going. They were flying back home to their families in
Africa. I saw them beaconing me to rise up and follow. Oh, how I longed to join them, to fly
away with them, but I didn’t have the kind of magic to rise up off of the ship deck to join them.
I wish I did.
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Before I got on this ship, I was in a room, still in my homeland, still with the rest of my
kidnapped people, in a hut that was not a home. All I could see through the window was water
and more water, the color of the sky when the sky was blue. It was our holding place until we
got on that water that looked like it led to the end of the earth. I wish I could have found a way
to release those shackles that connected us to the each other. But that wasn’t the kind of magic I
had either. And now I have left my home, my land, and I am living on this water, moving
farther and farther away from what I’ve always known since before I knew who I was. If I was
not below, lying in vomit, in shit, in the shadow of death, a hell on earth, so unimaginable I
cannot bear to bring back the smells, the cries, the heat, then I was on the deck lying on my
back, and the men were holding me down, pressing their stinking bodies onto me, stabbing the
insides of me. I was only ten years old, not even old enough to bleed. That was when I saw the
people, flying. Only my eyes were free enough to follow them until they became shadows and
then they were gone.
~
I got to this plantation in 1849, when I was eleven years old. Now it is 1860. I have seen
folks come and go, people who acted like family to me, who took care of me, and taught me
how to not die inside when that was all I wanted to do. New slaves come and go all kinds of
ways. They come in wagons sometimes. Then we know it was probably pretty far away because
most times, they came in walking, limping, on blistered feet if they have no shoes, and most
times they don’t. Why white folks think they need shoes all the time but we don’t, when we do
way more walking in a day than they walk in a year, I’ll never know. Kassoula came this way
with others from the Homeland, not so long ago,
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The night before the Lord’s Day I always try to soak my feet in Jimsonweed and
Boneset and Comfrey I picked from the field right near my cabin, along with some red pepper
Anna slipped to me from the main kitchen. Kossula made the bowl I soaked my feet in. That
man sure did know how to carve anything out of wood, don’t matter what.
After Kossula arrived in America from the same land I was from, he came straight to the
plantation where I was in Alabama.1 So he never left, never got sold, from what I know. We
were together from one Easter to the next before I was sold to another plantation. When he
came, he didn’t know anything except the words he was speaking when they stole him away
from his people. He tried to tell me about how he stayed in a hut, and when he said it was
“Dwhydah,” I remembered the word and it made me remember everything I had tried to forget
and everything I wanted to remember about home.
I helped him with words in America, like he was a bitty baby, but he picked up what he
needed to say fast. The folks here? The ones who never saw our homeland because they was
born here? They didn’t want to give him any credit for really being smarter than them. Here he
was, just got here and he didn’t know nobody, but now speaking two languages! The others,
they laughed at him, said, “You just an African savage! You don’t even know nothin’ about
Easter!” Kossula said he wasn’t no savage just because he came from Africa, that he knew
about God, just nothing about His Son.

1

In 1860, Kossula, born around 1841 in Bante, home of the Yorubas, was kidnapped from the
Bight of Benin in West Africa, after the trans-Atlantic slave trade was abolished. At that time
there were Africans, (Ghezo of Dahomey in Kossula’s case) who opposed it as well, based on
their understanding of internal enslavement in Africa. It was “perceived as essential to their
traditions and customs... [and gave African kingdoms] wealth and political dominance. To
maintain a sufficient “slave supply”, the king of Dahomey instigated wars and led raids with the
sole purpose of filling the royal stockade...reports of his activities had reached the newspapers
of Mobile, Alabama.”
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“‘Specially nothin’ ‘bout Him rising from the dead!”
But I never laughed because I came from there too. I remember who I am. But the
others, they didn’t remember much, if anything about Africa, they been slaves for so long. But I
still remembered home. I think I loved him because he remembered home for me. He was
Africa to me.
Kossula helped me remember who I really was; that I was not an animal who had
babies just to have them taken away. My milk was for my babies, not the Missus’ white ones
sucking me so dry my babies could hardly live. And when I had to leave Kossula because back
then, Black folks didn’t get to choose nothing, didn’t really have nothing. So there wasn’t
anything I could give him except some of my magic, but not directly. It was the only thing that
was mine to even try to give, not even sure how it worked. But I believed in the dream. So I told
him I would use his name to make it special.
“And how you going to do dat?” He asked me. “You did not even have the power to not
be in dis place! I still remember where they hold me and my people. I still remember looking
out dat door out of dat door was only water. I think, once we pass through dat door, how we
ever gonna return?
“After we bought, they takee away my name. I wanted the white men to callee me de
name my mama and my father gave me. But they say my name too crooked. So I say, ‘you
callee me Cudjo. Dat do.’ But in Afficky soil, my mama she name me Kossula.”
The name the white folks gave me is Mae. But Kossula, he isn’t like me. He told our
owner he could call him Cudjo when they couldn’t say his name. But I didn’t even get that.
Why they call me Mae, I don’t know. I said, “Kossula, you give the white man what he wants
too easily.” But all he cared about was going back home. He said nothing else mattered. So
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everyone called him Cudjo. But I called him Kossula. And he would always cry when I said it,
like I was giving him a gift.
“Kossula,” I said gently. “Your mama named you a great name. It cannot be for nothing
that it means my children do not die anymore. I will find a way to make sure your name is
something we never forget.”
And then I never saw Kossula again. I went to another plantation in Georgia. About five
years later, we was told we were free. I wanted to go back to that plantation to find him. But I
didn’t know where it was or how to begin to get back. I kept Kossula in my heart, but I went on
with my life.
I think I was in my early twenties when I jumped the broom with a man named Josiah, a
good man who always was looking out for me since the time I got to the new plantation until we
was freed from it. And I’m thankful to God that I could finally have my own children and not
worry about them being sold, or taken care of by some old gramma on the plantation while I
was out in the fields, separated all day from them. I still cry for all my babies who came into
this world, saw what their lives would be like, and decided to keep going to Heaven before they
got to me. And all of them almost here, but then gone. I tried to hold on to them with the
wisdom of the land. I spent my days searching for ways to keep my babies. I found Squaw mint,
purple plants shooting up to the sky, Rue, blue green like the water, and Tansy plant, yellow and
hopeful. Even the seed and the inner bark of the cotton plant I picked for so many women to
increase their milk was my enemy. None of these herbs wanted my babies to live.
I became obsessed with life. And finally my baby, Emmaline came. She stayed with me.
I believe that was when the magic came to me-- the magic I always knew was there.
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All of that was a long time ago. I’m old now. I can forget things—anything I want to
forget, things about what happened in slavery. I’m glad them memories are gone. But I
remember what I want to remember, like my people flying, and like my promise to Kossula. In
my dreams I see him as I saw him the last time, lonely and wishing for home, wishing for his
mama, tears in his eyes. In my dreams he wanders through the woods, searching for his family,
searching for Home.
I didn’t forget my promise. I will never forget. I will keep my mind on the magic.This is
the magic I need to believe in—to stop being a people who are losing, dying. This is the magic I
choose.
Kossula. Kossula. My children do not die anymore. Kossula.
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CHAPTER 2
The Woman Whose Children Kept Slipping Away
Kossula, 1866

It had been more than five years and six long months since I arrived on a tiny island off
the coast of Alabama. Not a night had gone by that I did not dream of my village in Bante, and
sometimes the dreams were nightmares. I can still envision the decapitated heads hanging off of
the Dahomey women warriors. I can still remember the scent of the heads being smoked, heads
of family and friends that I had grown up and seen every day. When I dream of water, I can hear
the waves beating against the rocky shore, hear the water birds squawking, see them soar over
the expanse of water that seemed endless when I stood outside the barracoons of Ouidah, the
last time my feet would rest on the African shore.
Whenever I hear babies crying, or see them clinging to their mother’s breasts, I can’t
help but think about Mae. Where was she now? Whipped to death eventually for her insolence?
Had she really seen people flying at midnight, their bodies outlined against the full moon? Word
had come back about what she had done. Did she really free the man she loved, making him
disappear into another realm?
I wish I could show Mae our Africa Town. Mae would have liked this place I created
with those of us on the farm after the Union soldiers announced they were free. Sometimes it
makes me laugh. Free to do what? Go back to my homeland? Most of the people didn’t even
know what that was or where it was. Most of them had forgotten their language since there was
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nobody else to talk to, or their mothers and fathers, the ones who would have remembered and
spoken to them about their home, and their families were either sold away or dead now. But the
thing that made this place special is that we made this place be our Africa as much as we could.
We are free. We didn’t want to be here in America. We didn’t want to be with white people. We
just wanted to go back home. And when we found out we couldn’t, well—this was the best we
could do. Because some of us still remembered. Six years isn’t long enough to forget, not if we
don’t want to.
I remember the first story I told Mae about what my name meant. That was when I first
got to the plantation.We were all sitting around the fire one night, after a long week in the
fields. It was at a time when everyone was relaxing as best they could, happy for some time to
just be. “My mother’s name was Fondlolu.” I told her. “Even though I was the second child of
my mother, she named me Kossula. It means ‘I do not lose my fruits anymore’ or ‘my children
do not die anymore.” For some reason she kept asking me about that, asking me if there was
something about that name that had power in it.
When I got to the plantation, Mae was with child. We worked in the field together,
talking and trying to help me understand the words spoken around me, words that didn’t make
much of any sense. Then one day she was missing.
“Where Mae?” I asked. One of the women who never spoke to me before answered.
“She having that baby she been totin’ around! Why else would Massa let her be gone?”
But after only missing from the field a few days, Mae came back with the baby wrapped
around her, just like I saw my mama do back home! When I peeked at it, asked her, “What you
have? A boy or a girl?”
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What I did know was, for sure it was the master’s baby, but when I pointed it out, she
got mad all of a sudden, like she want to fight me. “It’s still mine if he came out of me!”
I let her be, but when we was walking back to the cabins that night, she came up behind
me, talking like nothing happened before.
“Kossula, remember what you told me about how you got your name?”
I stopped walking and turned back to look at her. “Yeah, I ‘member. It be on the ninth
day. Dat de Afficky way.”
“Well,” Mae said. “That’s what I want. And I want you to ask you, can I give him your
name?”
“Massa ain’t gonna let you give him no Afriky name! He don’t even let me keep my
own! He calle me Cudjo. You wanna name him dat?”
“I want to keep my baby! I’m scared the Missus might think to sell him right from under
me once she see he’s the spittin’ image of the Master, even though he’s a baby! I want your
African name! You told me it meant ‘I do not lose my fruits anymore.’ I want to name my baby
that because maybe there’s power in it!”
“Like magic? Cuz that if be magic, it don’t work for my mama. She don’t keep me!”
But Mae didn’t listen. She was desperate. She wanted to believe in something. So she
believed in my name. She had already lost so many babies; she wanted to hold on to anything
she could. The master’s wife sold Mae’s baby! Come and take him right while she was feeding
him! Seemed like no magic was big enough when you live in a cur-sed land.
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CHAPTER 3
The Story about the Tree
Emmaline, 1910
“Did I ever tell you about my mother?” Emmaline asked Sophie as they sat on the small
pinewood porch, a bowl of string beans in each of their laps, and an old bucket in between
them. “Everybody called her Mama Mae...toss the ends in the bucket after you snap the string
bean,” Emmaline instructed, interrupting herself. Sophie knew this already. Still, she knew that
her mother always liked to repeat things, just to be sure. “One day I ain’t gonna be here. I’ma go
to Glory, just like Mama Mae, and her mama before her.”
“Yes, Ma,” Sophie murmured. She wished there was a way she could get her mother to
stop talking about death all the time. Maybe if she didn’t talk about it so much, it would go
away, leave their house alone.
“Now, I know you more than acquainted with death. Can’t not be. Folks hanging from
trees like that’s what trees was made to do—hang colored folks for white folks sins, for their
fears that anybody’s even thinking about their women! Law’, have mercy! I don’t think I can
stand to see or hear about another one of us dead from white folk’s evilness! God didn’t make
us for to be hanging in no trees, and the good Lord didn’t create the trees for us to be hung
from!” Green beans flew through her hands as she snapped off the ends and broke them in half,
five to Sophie’s one. Emmaline continued. “They didn’t do all that lynching back in Mama
Mae’s day. We was too valuable!”
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Sophie fought the urge to stop snapping beans and listen, but knew that if she did, her
mother would stop her story. So she picked up a bean and concentrated on snapping off each
end, moving as steadily as she could while listening intently. But she always had questions.
“Why not, Mama?” Sophie asked, without looking up and stopping.
“Wasn’t no need to. Oh, we still got whipped and such, but the Massa wasn’t hurting
what he bought! Who gonna pick their cotton and cook the food? And raise their kids while
they sitting on the front porch if they was hanging us every chance they got? What would be the
use in them buying us? For them, it a be the same as buying a horse to shoot it. What kinda
sense that make?
“No, but now they don’t own us no more, not in Alabama, and they mad at that. But they
want us to know they can still boss us around, still have power over us, still make us afraid. The
white man trying to tell us, if we don’t do what they say, slave or no, they will kill us--our sons,
our husbands. Ain’t nothing to stop ‘em now.” Emmaline ran her hands through the bowl of
beans, making sure she had snapped the ends of each one, had broken each one in the middle
like a little twig. “They kill us when they want to, for whatever reason they can think up, and
the law don’t stop ‘em ‘cause it be the law helping ‘em hang us! If the time when Mama Mae
was still living was now, her husband would be dead. But she saved him, yes she did!”
“How she do that, Momma?” Sophie asked, although she already knew. Sophie had
heard this family story so many times, she could tell it back to her mother, word for word.
“Magic!” Emmaline said, as if this was the first time she had told anyone. “Back then
we still had real magic. Had to have something to endure what we went through! What
happened was this...” and then she sat back in the rocking chair and stared out into the open
field, seeming to watch the sun as it was almost set like she was the one setting it herself.
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“Mama Mae lived on a plantation owned by one evil son-of-a-gun. Now there was
masters and plantations that were not as bad as others, but I think they all knew they was doing
wrong in some kinda’ way, making people made in the image of God be slaves. They knew
nobody could own nobody else forever and do like they was doing. So in order not to get in too
much trouble after they went to meet their Maker, they tried to not to treat their slaves too bad.
Oh, there might still be whippin’ and such, but they thought it was for a good cause, and they
thought that it wasn’t that much...just to keep us colored folks in line. But the masters who
made up their own religion with their own god? A god who thought it was fine to make Black
folks slaves? A god who created us to be animals, and so could work us harder than a mule?
That was the kind of religion, and the kind of master that was on Mama Mae’s plantation.”
Sophie was only half way through her bowl of green beans. She picked up one and just
held it, not snapping anything; she was listening now so intently, even though she knew what
was coming next.
“So when Mama Mae fell in love with my papa, she tried to hide it from the master.
When they decided to get married, they did it after the work on the fields was done, on a
Sunday when the master gave the slaves more time to be alone, not so much under their
watchful eye. They jumped the broom and that was it, and then they went back to being how
they always were in front of the master and the overseer.
“But somehow, Ole Massa found out. Never knew if it was somebody telling on ‘em, or
just the way they didn’t look at each other, like they was trying to hide something. But all of a
sudden my grandpap was called from the field, and Mama was called from the Big House.
When Mama Mae told me this story, she said that the master was so mad, he look like he was
about to burst like a ripe strawberry! All the slaves knew he felt some kinda way for my mama.
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She said he wanted her so much! But his wife knew what was happening on other plantations,
and swore there wasn’t gonna be no adultery happening on hers, not with her husband! So she
kept an eye like an eagle on him, and had slaves watching him in the night, ready to even run
back and get her if they ever saw him sneakin’ around their cabins at night.” Evangeline shook
her head, more in disgust than pity as she looked down at her daughter.
“So it was all about jealousy,” Emmaline said to Sophie. “The white man jealous of the
one little thing a Black man could have—the love of a Black woman that he wanted for himself.
Keep your eye out for that. It don’t go away.” Emmaline got so quiet, Sophie thought she was
going to stop. Emmaline looked frozen for a moment. But then she shook her body, like she was
shaking off a chill, a terror she was trying to not let take root, and went on.
“Mama Mae said there was a lot of trees on the plantation, but there was one in
particular that the Master liked...always told the slaves, ‘Gawd put this tree right on this here
land just to be used for disciplining y’all lazy and connivin’ Nigras!’ He called it his Hangin’
Tree. He didn’t hang Grandpap from the tree but he was so mad, he was meaning to. Not to kill
him, but just to scare him. While he was getting the tree and rope all ready, he had the overseer
put Grandpap in a big box on the lawn, and he closed it tight. Folks had been put in that box
before. It was bad. For the newer slaves who had just come from Africa, they said it reminded
them of the ship they came across the big water in, and Mama Mae said you could hear ‘em
crying while all the slaves were made to come watch Grandpap get put in it, just from the threat
they might be put in it for a day, which was usually the case.
“So they put Grandpap in the box, and they made him lay down in there in that casket,
all hot with almost no air, struggling for his breath, waiting to be hanged. Everybody on the
plantation knew the master was mean enough to hang Grandpap, but he was also way too stingy
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and greedy to kill a slave that might be worth a lot of money. That alone kept them hopeful he
was just trying to teach all of them a lesson about crossing him and sneakin’ and doin’ what
they wanted instead of what the master ordered.
“Mama Mae knew it too, but she told me she was so upset, she couldn’t think straight.
All she could think was that her husband was about to be hanged, and if anything went wrong,
he might not make it! And she had never told him she was pregnant with me. She had already
lost so much—her family in Africa; the folks she considered family here who got sold; the
babies she had already lost before me through them dying before they got to her arms, or being
sold outta them.
She was determined that he was not gonna get hanged, not if she could help it. And
that’s when she tried to conjure up help from her ancestors, and that’s when she was told she
just had to be willing to let him go. So she let go of her fear of losing him because she believed
she was getting ready to lose him anyway. And when she did that, guess what happened next?”
This was the part where Sophie had to decide if it was one of the times her mama
wanted her to answer, or if she was just reciting the story, a rehearsal to not forget. A long
pause. “What, Mama?” Sophie answered, again like she had no idea.
“When the overseer was told to go get Grandpap out of the box, he pulled up the lock
that held him in, opened it, and lo and behold, just like Jesus on the Third Day, my grandpapa
was gone! There weren’t hide nor hair of him in that box!
“Everybody knew there was no way for him to have slipped outta the box and escaped
because the master made them all stand there while he was getting the tree and rope ready. The
white folks couldn’t understand it, but the Black folks? They knew it was magic right away!
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The only fight was whether the magic was from the devil or not, ‘cause ain’t that where magic
comes from!
“But the other side said, how can evil come from good? That man escaped a white man!
That man is gone!”
Sophie interrupted now with the question she loved to ask. “And so that’s how you got
here? From magic?”
Emmaline shook her head. “Well not from magic. I just came. But Mommy Mae never
could have any more babies. The master sold her because he was scared of her, that she might
do something to him that he believed only came from the devil. And at the next plantation she
had me. After me, the next master used her body to make more babies, but they all died. The
Folks on the new plantation had heard about her magic and said it was a curse that she couldn’t
hold onto her babies. But it didn’t make her sad. She always believed that she had done what
she needed to do. She made a choice.
“They bodies is in the ground,” Emmaline remembered her mother saying, “but they
souls is in Heaven. They gone, but at least they ain’t in this life. They got to skip over this one.
Now, at least them babies is safe.”
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CHAPTER 4
Everybody Got a Name
Emmaline, 1910
Emmaline was done making the lye soap. Sophie never stopped marveling how her
mother did it and she looked forward to that day she would learn how to make soap without
burning her skin with the lye. After all, one day Sophie would be grown, with a family of her
own. She couldn’t keep running back to her mother every wash day to get soap from her! But
that was way in the future. Emmaline said, “I have to use lye, and if ever I’m not careful, it
would burn my skin, so Sophie, you ain’t old enough just yet.” Sophie was only nine years old.
She’d have at least eight or nine more years to stand beside her mother and learn before she’d
be getting married and having to wash clothes for her own husband, and hopefully her own
family. She sighed, thinking about all the clothes they weren’t washing, all the babies that her
mother had lost. It was still only just the three of them. It was easy to wash clothes for only
three people. Her friends had way bigger families, some with nine or ten kids even! But then,
they weren’t making soap or washing clothes by themselves. All their chores on their
sharecropping farms were spread around.
Sophie picked up the washboard and leaned it against the big silver steel tub, all rusted
red around the outside from years of use. The water was already hot, too hot for her fingers, but
just the right temperature for Emmaline’s. But did her mother forget that Sophie was the one
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who had to put her hands in the water? That Sophie was the one who had to wash the clothes
now?
Every time Emmaline lost a baby, whatever she was doing when she lost it now became
Sophie’s job. Sophie was glad her mother hadn’t lost the baby while she was making soap! The
thought of burning lye on her skin, especially when the stirring sometimes splashed out of the
tub terrified Sophie. Even though her mother had gotten in the way of those splashes—there
was little way of avoiding it—the long skirt and apron she always wore protected her.
The last time her mother had lost a baby was just a year ago. Sophie still remembers the
sound of her mother’s voice as it came from the back of the little house; a mixture of physical
pain and emotional sadness, like death was on its way. Mama had been washing the clothes,
leaning over the washboard, trying to get as close as she could, even though her lower back had
been aching since she had woken up that morning. For some reason, Emmaline did not connect
the back ache with anything worse than what it was. Her back ached off and on all the time,
what with the constant bending over cotton picking and bending over to wash the clothes over
the washboard, and the bending over to plant and pick vegetables in her garden. So the pain
Emmaline woke up to didn’t seem to be any different.
~
Emmaline felt wetness running down her leg. She pulled up her skirt, and for a long few
seconds watched the mixture of blood and mucous running down her calf, along with a steady
stream of water.
“Sophie!” Emmaline cried. “Go get the midwife!”
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Sophie was sweeping the little porch from the yard, a job that always felt unnecessary
since just stepping the porch brought back more dust, more dirt. While sweeping, she
daydreamed about living in a house built on grass and flowers, like in the meadow way beyond
their house, a meadow filled with purple and yellow flowers, mostly, but with a few pink ones
in between. There would be no dirt to drudge up to the porch then, and the house would be
surrounded by flowers blooming all the time.
“Sophie! Girl, you hear me?” Emmaline yelled, as loud as she could through the pain.
Sophie broke out of her dreamy stance.
“Mama?” Sophie dropped the broom, hearing something more than a command to come
in her mother’s voice. Sophie ran around the house as fast as she could to where her mother’s
voice was coming from. She stopped when she saw her mother doubled over, not over the
washboard, but on the ground. “Mama! What’s the matter?”
“I think the baby is comin’! Sophie, go get the Miss Bibi as fast as you can!” By now
Emmaline wasn’t talking anymore, not with a full voice. She was breathing hard and talking
between gasps.
“Mama, let me help you up and into the house! You can’t have the baby here on the
ground! Not here in the dirt!”
Emmaline stopped a minute, as if trying to make sense of it. But just then Papa came
back. “What’s happening, Emmaline? I felt in my bones like somethin’ was wrong!” And then
Papa saw Mommy on the ground, moaning and groaning. “Oh, Lord!” he cried, and then he
scooped her up and hurried her into the house. “Go get the midwife, girl!” Papa shouted behind
him.
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But Sophie was already gone, racing down the lane as fast as her nine year old feet could
carry her.
~
Sophie finished washing the clothes while the midwife was in the house with her
mother. She didn’t know how to wash clothes really, but Sophie had watched her mother do it
often enough to figure out that washing clothes had something to do with running a piece of
fabric up and down the washboard. So Sophie took the bar of soap her mother had made into
her small hand. She dunked her father’s shirt into the water, not even hot anymore, it had been
so long unattended, and got it good and wet. And then Sophie placed it on the washboard,
spreading it as open as she could. She rubbed the bar of soap across all of it, and then turned it
over and started rubbing it up and down, up and down, up and down. When Sophie thought it
was enough, she turned it another part that she hadn’t done and started the process over. Sophie
had thought that Papa’s overalls would be the hardest to wash, but they weren’t. She just laid
out a leg at a time, then the front, and last, the back. The hardest part was squeezing them out.
The water had made them extra heavy.
She really needed Papa or somebody to help her when it was time to rinse the clothes,
but nobody was about. So it was Sophie who lugged water from the well, bucket after bucket,
until she had enough water to rinse the clothes. After returning to the well two times, she came
up with the idea that it was easier to bring the steel tub to the well, even if it was heavy. It
certainly wasn’t heavy enough to not try. So she sadly dumped out what water she had already
begun filling the tub with, and pulled the tub to the well. She was right. She wondered why her
mother hadn’t thought of it. Sophie put the clothes in the bucket and squeezed out as much
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water as she could. It was then that she realized that the clothesline was back where Mama
usually washed the clothes. So Sophie had to go back and forth anyway, hanging out each piece
of her family’s wardrobe, holding it up on the rope line with a wooden clothespin, or throwing it
over if it was too long, like Papa’s overalls, making sure the clothes didn’t touch the ground. By
the time she was done, the midwife had gone, and Mama’s baby was gone as well.
Papa would dig a grave for it—a little boy, and tomorrow he would help Mama get out
to the place where all her other babies were buried, little white crosses marking their spots, with
names Mama had painted on them if there was a body to even bury because some left so fast,
the midwife was not even called, the pregnancy gone, the baby not even seen before it left. But
when there was a body, Mama named him March because she said, “In the end, he kind of just
breezed right through here.” She sighed and said, “You know, names is important. God knows
our names, and He don’t forget nary a one of us. We got to know the names of your sisters and
brothers. Otherwise, how we even know they was here, they come and go so fast?”
~
One day, when Emmaline was teaching Sophie how to properly use the washboard to
wash clothes, she told her about all the brothers and sisters Mommy Mae had lost during slave
times.
“Mama Mae, she didn’t get to bury her babies. Back then, some of us had nice masters
and mistresses, if you can call ‘em that. But not all of us. Mama Mae didn’t. How I got to be
here, to know her is nothing short of God’s doing.
“My mama wasn’t like me. She could have babies with no trouble, no trouble at all.”
Emmaline teared up for a minute, and then wiped a tear that had found its way down her cheek,
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away. “She had lots of ‘em before me. Once her master found out how easy it was for some
women to get pregnant and have a baby, well that was the end. The master sent man after man
into their cabins, using their bodies like they were dogs. Mama Mae told me about one such
woman she knew named Sarah, who was bought to the plantation for just that purpose. She
hated it. The mens who came to her hated it too, feeling just the way she did. But she was a
beautiful woman, a half breed, with some white blood in her, and I think even some Indian. So
it wasn’t like they didn’t want to love her, to be with her. And the mens, they knew it wasn’t
right before God, but they didn’t have no power to stop it any more than Sarah did.
“And even though she had her babies that way, she still loved them, each and every one
of them. They was her flesh and blood, and it wasn’t they fault how they got here on this earth.
And my Mama was always there with her to help her give them a name, even though most of
them didn’t get to keep it if they got sold before they knew it good.”
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CHAPTER 5
The Girl Who Tried to Hold onto Her Mother

It was going to be a worse day than yesterday. Sophie had never been this hot in all of
her ten years. Even though she had gotten up extra early with her father and mother to get a
jump on the heat before it got too hot in the field, it was clearly no way to be early enough. Her
mother had made a quick breakfast of grits and fatback, and the three of them had eaten the few
eggs Sophie could get from the hen so early in the morning, the bird scarcely having the time to
lay them. Then they hurried out to the field to pick as much from the cotton plants as they could
before it got as hot as it was the day before. Sophie stayed close to her mother while her father
started in the row next to them. Her mother was good at picking the cotton plant, fast but careful
to protect her hands, and she had taught Sophie so well that her father always made Sophie’s
heart swell as he commended her on her ability to pick so fast. “I been picking cotton for as
long as I can remember, and I was never as fast as you at this age!” Sophie had no idea if this
were true or not, but it still made her happy to know her father was proud of her. She knew he
needed her to be extra fast now that her mother was going to have another baby soon—“too
soon after losing the last one,” the midwife said. It seemed to Sophie that even though her
mother picked faster than Sophie ever thought she could, it appeared she was going a little
slower today.
“Mama, it sure is getting hot already, ain’t it?” Sophie watched her mother wipe her
brow with her apron with one hand, but still managed to keep picking with the other. Sophie
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carried the bag though; or rather pulled it and carried it, a little both at the same time. It was too
heavy for her, but it was better than her mother having to carry it. At another time she wouldn’t
have let Sophie. But her father had said, “I reckon your mama might ‘a lost that last baby from
carrying that cotton bag last time she was pregnant. This time Papa wasn’t taking no chances;
even if it meant that she would have to keep making trips to the big bucket to empty the bag and
run back to Mama as fast as she could. It was worth the extra running.
“Yes, ma’am it is a scorcher, baby!” Emmaline agreed. “I’m glad we got out here soon
as we did. Sun wasn’t even up yet, but now that it is, it’s gonna be another hot Georgia day.
Let’s see if we can maybe stop talking and go a little faster. Sometimes I think talking makes
me hotter.”
“But Mama! You said you useta sing in the fields with your Mama Mae when you was
little! You told me y’all used to sing all the time!”
“Wasn’t never singing ‘cause our hearts was light or because we was havin’ fun. We
sang because we had to. Sometimes the overseer made us sing. Sometimes we just chose to do it
ourselves. Seemed to make the work be a little lighter and go a little quicker when it mattered.
Somebody in a row that wasn’t even where I was would start a song—one that catches you and
makes you sing along even when you wasn’t thinkin’ about singing at all. If it be a good song,
we would match our picking to the tune. Helped us go a little faster it seemed. Helped us forget
where we was, just a little bit.” Then Mama stopped and rubbed her back, smiling and
grimacing at the same time. “But I’m in my own field, pickin’ my own cotton, trying to help
provide for my own family...” Emmaline hesitated, thinking about her next words. “At least we
get to keep some of it to help ourselves.” She rubbed her back again, and wiped her forehead.
“Lawd, Sophie! Let us stop all this yappin’ so we can go faster before the sweat running down
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my face, make it so I won’t be able to see where the cotton be!” And then she laughed before
going back to her picking.
They worked like that, side by side. On other days, Emmaline usually told Sophie stories
about what life looked like when she was the same age as Sophie, stories about how life was so
different, and sometimes just the same. But not today. It was too hot; the sun rising faster than it
seemed to have the day before. And even though they should have stopped at high noon, Papa
said, “I gots to keep on going if I’m gonna get enough picking done today, y’all can stop if you
needs to.” They wanted to, but they were a family needing each other to get this crop picked as
soon as they could. They didn’t stop.
It was Sophie who noticed her mother was slowing down. “Mama, you okay? You really
sweatin’!”
Emmaline stopped and wiped her forehead with a rag from the pocket of her dress,
already damp. “I’m okay, sweet one. Just that this baby inside of me is mighty uncomfortable
today. If I didn’t know better, I’d think I was further along.”
Suddenly, Mama gave out a yell that made Papa stop and shout, “Woman, you alright?
Sound like you tryin’ to wake the dead!” and then Mama sunk down to her knees. Sophie sank
down with her.
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CHAPTER 6
“A person who has children does not die.”
--Nigerian Proverb
Sophie, 1911

There I was, feeling like I was in a nightmare, a nightmare that I dreamed over and over
again, as I raced down the red dirt path to get the midwife while Papa carried Mama back to the
house, quick as he could. Papa said he didn’t know what was going on, but it looked like the
baby was coming, even though it wasn’t time. Mama already told me when the baby was
supposed to come—when the leaves from the oak trees start falling and the leaves on the maple
trees start turning colors like red and yellow and orange-- except for the tree that was dying, the
one Papa said would probably fall over if ever a really big storm was to come.
The midwife was Beulah Foster, but everybody just called her “Mother Bibi” or “Bibithe-Midwife,” like all that was her name. Mama said, “She been getting babies outta they
mamas for so long, don’t know body know who coulda done it before she came to the town.”
She had a heap of kids herself, most grown and taking care of her, so that all she did during the
day was make stuff from whatever herbs she gathered every day from the woods, and leave her
little house when someone came to get her to bring a baby out. Mother Bibi never looked like
she could ever be able to move fast, but she stayed right there alongside whoever come to get
her, calming them down like they was just out walking on a Sunday afternoon stroll.
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I did things to help Mother Bibi help Mama, but what it all was; now I can’t remember.
Papa should’ve helped. He was grown, and I was just ten. But he stayed away from the house,
once the midwife and I got back home. Might have even gone back to the field to keep his mind
off things, I suppose, like Mama said folks used singing to do. But even though he was way out
there, Papa came running back when my little sister let out a yowl. Such a little thing to have
such a mouth on her! Mama looked tired but she still smiled at me. Mother Bibi was cleaning
up Mama while the baby was sucking on her.
“Mama, she got a name?” I asked her, “seeing as she come so early?”
“I think she does, Sophie!” Mama said, her voice a little weak and sleepy sounding. “We
was gonna name it Autumn because that was near when she was supposed to be born.”
“What if it had been a boy, Mama? What was you gonna name it then?”
“I always felt like it was gonna be a girl!” But then Mama smiled, as if she was telling
me a secret. “But we woulda just named him after Papa. I don’t know everything!” She laughed
a tired laugh, but it was a laugh, just the same. “But now I think her name gonna be Summer to
remind us she come on what must be the hottest day of the year, and she musta been too hot to
stay inside of me another minute!”
~
I couldn’t stop smiling. I was laughing inside. I had a baby sister now, company for me
when Summer got a little older. I was going to help Mama take care of my baby sister, and I
was gonna teach her things, the way Mama had taught me, like how to get eggs from the hens
without being afraid, and how to pick cotton without hurting your fingers too much.
Papa even got all the cotton picking done because other folks came to help Papa since
Mama couldn’t get back out to the field. I tried to help Papa by doing as much as I could do of
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what Mama would have done so that she could rest. But Summer seemed to either be sleeping
so deep, Mama would always be trying to wake her up to suck, or she’d be crying so hard that
Mama couldn’t comfort her. But when I asked her about it, Mama just sighed and said, “Ain’t
nothin’ for you to be worrying about. We alright. Our family’s alright.”
So when Mama let out a sound that cut through the air one September morning, a cry
just like the one she let out in the field, at first I bolted out of my sleep, tripping over my own
feet, I was still in the land of dreams and nightmares. I was half asleep, thinking I was dreaming
that Mama was getting ready to have another baby. But then I woke up, remembering that it
couldn’t be. She just had Summer! So why was Mama screaming now, and wailing like the
wind on a restless night?
It was still night, and it took the help of the moon to get me to my to Mama, to the
outline in the dark bed, of her clutching baby, Summer, rocking back and forth in the bed. Both
Mama and Papa were crying, something I had never seen Papa do. Summer lay quiet in Mama’s
arms, looking like she was asleep the way she was when Mama was trying to feed her but was
having a hard time waking her up. But she kept trying until Papa stopped her. “Emmaline, stop
it.” He said to her gently. “No more, baby. Don’t need to try no more.”
~
I heard the women talking. They came to us with their Hoppin’ John and their fried
chicken, with their syrup cakes and chess pies. They came to us with their collard greens and
their skillet corn. They came to us with their corn bread and their catfish. And they came to us
with their words; words that were meant for comfort, like the food. They came to fill the gaping
hole that my sister left in our family, as if our hunger to have baby Summer back could be filled
with their food.
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“It’s not right for a parent to have to bury they child,” they whispered in an attempt to
make Mama feel better.
“It’s unnatural,” they whispered suspiciously.
“It’s wrong,” they said, as if judging God.
I agreed. I thought I understood. Death was wrong. Still, I believed Mama and Papa
would fix our family, make the sadness go away, like they always did. I was sure that they
would make it be that Death didn’t have the final say.
~
Through the month of September Mama cried in the arms of Papa. She cried on the
shoulders of the town women through the month of October. In November, she cried into her
cupped hands at the pine table Papa had made for her to celebrate what would one day be their
family eating place for years and years. The women came back and covered the table with their
turkeys and their sweet potatoes, with all the foods they believed fed a soul in grief. In
December Mama died in the bed her babies were born in.
They came back with their collard greens. They came back to us with their spoonbread
and their biscuits. They came back to us with their pecan pies and their cobblers. They even
came with a tree because Papa forgot it was Christmas. They came to fill the gaping hole my
mother left even though they didn’t believe they really could.
I heard them talking.
“It’s not right for a mother to die before her child,” they said.
“There can’t be nuthin’ worse than losing your Mama,” they said.
And I agreed.
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It wasn’t long before the ladies and the food stopped coming that Papa fell into the
gaping hole. He never did have much to say—Mama always filled the air around them with her
talking most of the time, but now with Mama gone, there was nothing in the air anymore. No
singing, no talking. Not much of anything. Just the sound of Papa eating whatever I could put
together for us. That was when I really taught myself how to cook. I had helped Mama enough,
especially when she was “Totin’ a baby.” I would watch her so’s I could help her when she
needed it. That’s how I learned how to make little things like cornbread, and even though my
biscuits came out a little hard, Papa said, “These biscuits are mighty fine!” They weren’t but we
could still eat the biscuits if we used them to sop up the sorghum syrup with when we ate it with
the catfish Papa would sometimes catch. I learned how to make that too, dipping them in eggs
and cornmeal, and then frying them up.
But we mostly ate the vegetables from Mama’s garden, cooked up with some fatback, or
streak o’ lean that Papa got from Mr. Price when he killed his hog and gave us some because his
wife told him he needed to. Their daughter, Mandy told me that—how her ma got in a big to do
with her pa because he didn’t wanna give nothing away for free, and she said her ma said, “I
could keel over and die a minute from now, and don’t you want to the peoples ‘round here to
reach out to you?” and then Mandy said her ma said some extra things she couldn’t repeat, but it
was bad enough that this was the reason why she was at my door with pig meat, fresh and
wrapped up in newspaper, just so.
But when all the women stopped coming, stopped bringing extra meals, and stopped
looking in on us on a regular basis, there was one woman, a woman who had no husband, no
sons and no daughters who kept coming. She came to convince Papa that she could fill the
space that his wife left in his bed. She came to convince him that she could fill the space that
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my mother left in his heart. She came, promising to lessen the pain. I wasn’t empty though. The
place my mama left was now filled up with something else—a deep pain as deep as the well in
the back, a sadness as dark as the water in it at night. I felt like I knew something I didn’t know
before; that Death can come and take whatever it wants and leave you trapped and drowning
like you fell into the well and can’t get out.
That one woman who kept coming? Her name was Miss Macedonia. I remember that
one evening when she came to us—to me and Papa, when the sun was settin’ down to rest. It
looked like a big ole peach sinking into the ground. That was the evening of the day Papa asked
her to marry him, the day he promised me we would be a happy family again. And because he
was Papa, I wanted to believe him. But my heart wasn’t sure, and when she lay in the bed where
my Mama used to lie, I could feel my heart sinking like I saw that big ole peach of a sun
sinking, burying itself deeper and deeper into the ground.
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CHAPTER 7
The Girl Who Grew to Love Silence
Sometimes Sophie didn’t even think Macedonia was actually calling her. She was used
to hearing voices. She’d been hearing them since she was thirteen years old, when her first
blood came. She heard them in the daytime when the Alabama sun was glaring down on her
head as she picked the vegetables that ripened on her family’s little farm. She heard the voices
at night above the exhausted sighs of her father and the snores of her stepmother, even though
all Macedonia was doing was lying flat, supposedly at rest. Sometimes it was really someone
calling her but sometimes, when she answered, no one was there. It didn’t matter if it was day
or night. She’d gotten to the point of just not answering the first time. It felt better to wait to see.
Finally she discovered that, if the voice wasn’t real, if no one was there, Sophie would only hear
her name being called once. A real voice would call her again with more existence. It had gotten
to be what folks knew about her. And the town folks thought they knew a lot of things about
Sophie. But they really didn’t know anything. She just wished that everyone in the town could
just be still sometimes. She wished the world would just be quiet. She really wished that her
stepmother would be the most quiet.
Years later, Sophie would grow up and get married. When she would have children of
her own, she would like the sound that nothing makes. She would hear that sound when the
children had gone to bed, or when she was in her garden in the early morning when no one else
was around. If she got up early enough, she could even beat the birds, whose songs had not yet
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begun. Even the dogs, the one who everyone believed barked all night long, had a time of day
when they were silent, and Sophie believed that she knew just what time of day those moments
were.
It was the kind of silence she could hear the voice of God in, just like Elisha heard the
voice of God in the soft breezes of the wind. It must have been the kind that feels like God is a
great big Mother, gently blowing breath on your face that’s the perfect temperature; or fanning
you the way mothers do in hot church services, all those bodies pressed so close together, you
can feel the heat rising out of them, right through their shirts and dresses, clothes that smelled so
much fresher a couple of hours ago, before church service started.
Life had been so easy growing up that she knew it must have been the hand of the devil
making the life she was now living be so much the opposite. It was like going to sleep in pitch
black night, and the next thing you know, your eyes are trying to adjust to the bright sunlight
surrounding you.
Sophie had become afraid of so many things, and most of her fears had to do with the
future because it was the unknown, the unpredictable. To look at Sophie as a young girl, one
wouldn’t think she really had anything to worry about. But while growing up, she was never
able to live the life of a child, the life that adults wish that, given another chance, they would go
back to and promise not to take for granted. She never knew what that carefree feeling felt
like...ever. But at least she felt happier than she was now. She thought she knew what bad
was—losing brothers and sisters. But now she looked back with nostalgia. At least her mother
had still been alive.
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CHAPTER 8
How a Mean Stepmother Didn’t Try to Fill an Empty Heart
“Sophie! Don’t you hear me callin’ you, gal? Finish sweepin’ up this here floor and be
quick about it. Always day dreamin’ and what not! I’m expecting Ms. Bessie any minute!”
Sophie rolled her eyes and shook her head after Macedonia turned around and wasn’t
looking at her, knowing that her stepmother was distracted by her anxiety that everything in the
small cabin be as clean as it could be, even though the wallpaper was newspaper, and the floors
were one step above dirt.
Sophie looked longingly out the window. At the age of fifteen, she never thought in a
million years that she would have the slightest desire to be out in the field picking cotton with
her father. She had always hated the heat and the long hours. The only consolation had been
knowing that the time spent out there was time spent with Mama and Papa, knowing that they
were all working together toward the goal—picking enough cotton to make money for
themselves; not just enough, but more than enough. When Mr. Cooper weighed the cotton and
said, “Y’all we still owed me money,” as he spit snuff at Pa’s feet, and even the times when he
paid Papa for the cotton, but so little for so much, all three of them were discouraged, but they
kept going. Papa was a gentle man, who said, “We just gotta keep on keeping on!” But he built
a fire beneath them to do more, to work harder, to hope for a better day.
Right after Mama died, Sophie still went out to help Papa when she could. Then they
would come back and make what dinner she could while Papa sat in the rocking chair on the
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porch thinking about what picking he was going to try to get done the next day. After picking
season, Sophie did more around the house. She remembered Mama’s schedule of washing the
clothes on Monday, and ironing them on Tuesday; her method of soaking the beans the night
before she was going to make them; her ability to get up early to collect eggs for Papa’s
breakfast, and remembering to stir the grits constantly to make sure no lumps formed. They
tried their best to go it alone, just the two of them. But both knew that their best was good in
some ways, but not good enough. Both of them knew deep inside that they couldn’t replace a
wife and a mother just by doing the things a wife and a mother did. So why did either of them
think that bringing another woman could even begin to replace the essence of who her mother
was? Yet Papa did. And that is how Macedonia came to be in their house, sleeping on Mama’s
side of the bed with Papa, and raising her in Mama’s house.
But here’s what Sophie hated most: Macedonia was never in the cotton field where
Papa needed her. And she was never in the garden tending the vegetables, or in the yard
washing their clothes, or in the kitchen cooking and feeding the bodies she claimed, “I can love
y’all almost as well as Emmaline did!” She came in with her lies and her laziness and the lies
rested in every part of the little house, covering the beauty that used to be there. If was only
because of Sophie that anything got done. Macedonia was not the kind of person who worked
beside Pa in the field, or alongside Sophie, teaching her. Everything Sophie knew how to do,
she learned from her real mother. It wasn’t nearly enough, but what knowledge she already had
about gardening, about how to do household chores, about running a tiny farm was all she
would ever know. Because Macedonia wasn’t planning on teaching anybody anything. Perhaps
Macedonia knew nothing except how to help herself,
~
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A knock came on the door just as Sophie put the broom away.
“Hey, Bessie!” Macedonia’s perpetual frown that lived on her face since Papa married her
was replaced by a smile so quickly it was like she was never in a sour mood. Only Papa and
Sophie knew that a scowl that was her normal face, once she realized that being married didn’t
change a person’s life. She was still who she was, a woman always looking for something more
Macedonia always started with small talk. “It sure is hot outside! So hot the sun settin’
don’t seem to make much of a difference! You want somethin’ to drink? I got some lemonade?
Sophie just made some!”
Miss Bessie shook her head from side to side, already distracted and getting ready to
cry, but Macedonia made a face at Sophie, indicating to her to pour out a glass from the jug
anyway. Macedonia wanted the women who came to see her to feel like she was giving them
something tangible, something they could physically hold...because what she had to offer them
could not be seen or held or touched. But they knew when they had received what they came to
her for.
“Gimme your hand, Bessie,” Macedonia said gently. “You ready?” Bessie had already started
quietly weeping, tears beginning to streak her face. “Just tell me what be goin’ on this time. Just
let it come on out.”
Macedonia already knew Bessie’s story. Everybody knew every body’s stories.
Everyone already heard about how Bessie’s husband got into it with one of the neighboring
sharecroppers; how he said he’d been cheated by the white man, and he wasn’t putting up with
it anymore. That story wasn’t anything new. Everybody was used to getting cheated one way or
another. And the sad thing was, there wasn’t any way to prove you anything. All folks could do
was get mad, but they still had to keep going on like they had been going on since the Old Folks
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got here, keep doing what they were doing, and accept life for what it was for Black folks.
Bessie’s husband had a hard time with that idea though. He started taking what little money
they had and started drinking the money away in an effort to drink his anger away. Folks
thought it was a shame. But nobody in town wanted to judge him; everybody needed a little
“supin- supin” to tide them over in this life.
“I keep telling Jimmy we needs the money to buy supplies at the general store. I can’t
grow everything, not with the way things have been in the past years with the drought and then
all the rain. I can’t feed our kids on cotton plants! It ain’t manna from Heaven, though God
knows I wish it was! And now my youngest is getting sickly. No healing potions seem to be
working. I don’t know what to do! I just don’t know what to do!” And then Bessie sobbed and
sobbed.
All this time while Bessie was telling Macedonia her woes, they were holding hands.
Now Macedonia held her hands tighter, squeezing them like she was going to squeeze the life
out of them. The more Macedonia rubbed her hands, attempting to comfort her even though in
reality her grip was quite painful, the better Bessie started to feel. Better and better, until she felt
so good, she didn’t remember why she was even crying. Bessie knew that nothing in her life
had changed, but something inside of her had.
Macedonia let go of her hands, but held her palm out expectantly. Bessie knew the drill.
She’d done it many times before. She handed over a few coins—all she could afford to pay her.
And Macedonia greedily took it as if she had not just sat through hearing the story of Bessie’s
poverty. But Bessie didn’t mind. She’d gotten what she came for, and she was willing to pay the
price, just to have a little peace of mind. It would last for a while, like a drug, it was long
enough to feel the price was worth it. Because for Bessie, it was.
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~
Some woman came knocking on the door almost every night. Some of their problems
were little ones, and some felt like it was too much for even Macedonia to hear. Tales about
getting beat by their husbands was common. Even though the women who came to share their
stories were used to it, the pain wasn’t any less hurtful. The punches now remembered as
playful, the slaps softer. The weeping? Gone. For everyone that came to their door, that is. But
not for the one who lived inside these walls. Not for the one who needed what the women came
to this house for. Not for Sophie.
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CHAPTER 9
Under the Magnolia Tree
Sophie, 1918
Death rarely gives an announcement. But with Mama, I saw it coming. All the sadness,
the crying, her looking like she was giving up on life, on Papa. On me. But the day Pa died
seemed to be a day like any other. He got up and went to the field just like every other day, after
coming to me to kiss my forehead and Macedonia’s cheek before she turned away.. There were
no omens—no gathering of blackbirds or crows, no strong winds that told me that a change was
coming. At least when Mama died, she felt it coming. First came the darkness that settled over
their little cabin when my little baby sister died. Her death came as no surprise either, really. I
didn’t really know anything about babies, but I knew that babies weren’t supposed to cry as
much as my sister did. And when I finally got used to the crying for all the day and all the night,
even though Mama kept her breast in Summer’s mouth until tears ran down her own face, and I
couldn’t tell if it was from the fact that she couldn’t get Summer to be happy, or from the blood
that ran down the side of her mouth from Mama’s nipples that bled.
I didn’t notice anything was wrong when she finally stopped all that wailing. I was just
so happy to have some peace and quiet. And I was happy for Summer, that she could finally
sleep and give Mama a chance for her breasts to get a break. But then Mama thought she was
sleeping too long and tried to wake her up, and then it became hard to keep the baby awake, just
the way it had been hard to get her to go to sleep. Mama would take off her clothes and hold
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Summer close to her chest while she tickled the baby’s tiny feet. She would pull open his tiny
mouth and try to stuff her nipple in. She could get it in, but then it would just sit there. Then
Mama would move the baby’s jaw like she was trying to remind Summer that she needed to
suck. She would do it for a little bit, but then she would just go right back to sleeping.
So Summer went from sleeping some of the time to sleeping most of the time, and then
to the day when Mama went to wake her up. That was the day Summer decided to sleep forever.
When the women came to Mama with their sad faces and their “It’s the will of God
comforts,” it was Papa who told them they were just like Job’s friends! Papa, who said so little
most of the time, I can barely remember what his voice sounded like; Papa, who did little more
than grunt to me, but said “Yes’m “and No sir” to the white man when we took the cotton in for
weighing.
I never saw Papa cry either. Mama told me once, when we was washing clothes
together, “The White Man took all of Papa’s tears when they hung both his parents right in front
of him when he was just a young’un, and now he don’t have no more inside of him for nothing
else.
“That don’t mean your Papa don’t get as sad as you get, Sophie.” Mama said as she
threw a shirt over the line. “It just mean we ain’t gonna see it on him the way we expect it. But
it’s there. Lawd knows, it’s sure there, resting where no one can get to it if he don’t want ‘em to
get to see it.”
It seemed like Mama got almost as quiet as Papa after my sister died. Papa was gonna
bury her little body in the cemetery at the back of the church, but then Mama decided she
wanted her baby to stay close, so they buried her right in our yard, but back a ways, under the
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Magnolia tree. “So that when the white petals fall, they’ll be a blanket.” Mama said. “She’ll
need a blanket.”
And even though Mama didn’t want a funeral or nothing like that, and even said she
didn’t want anybody to come, the women came anyway, hovering together like witches, like
crows, all dressed in black, and whispered, “it ain’t right for a mother to have to bury their baby.
It ain’t natural.”
Mama didn’t talk just to talk like she used to. She didn’t tell me the stories used to grow
up hearing, stories she told me in the field or around the kerosene lamp at night. I missed the
stories about Anansi the Spider and his tricks, stories that Mama Mae told her when she was
little like me, or how the old folks used to see ghosts. How the ghosts would be standing in the
middle of the fields at night, waving and trying to get folks to follow them out, but nobody
knew where the ghosts wanted to lead them to.
Now Mama only said what she needed to. “Hand me that there pan, Sophie.” She would
say, and that would be it. She didn’t even remind me to my chores. Of course I did remember.
But I just wanted to hear her voice. Wanted to hear her sing the songs Mama Mae taught her,
that she was singing to me before my sister was born and had such a hard time living. When
Summer left this world, she took my Mama—the Mommy I knew with her, and left someone
who looked like her but wasn’t. Not anymore. Sometimes I wonder if when Mama was sitting
on the porch at night, looking like she wasn’t staring at nothing. Was she really seeing
Summer’s ghost standing out in the field, or maybe underneath the magnolia tree?
So when Papa died, I didn’t feel like I was finished getting over being sad about Mama.
I guess it was just official. It was like he was kissing me goodbye though. When he didn’t come
back for dinner, I went out to see where he was. He’d almost made it back home. I found him
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just a little bit away from the house, lying down peaceful next to the Magnolia tree, looking like
he just wanted to sit a spell or take a nap.
Mama had followed Summer when she waved to her from the Magnolia tree. What
Mama had seen was a comforting place under that tree. But all I saw was the gaping hole where
they buried Summer, and where Papa dug a hole for Mama. And now Papa followed them and
was lying down with them too.
Papa almost missed resting with them forever. Macedonia told the preacher she
wanted him buried in the church cemetery. She said, “He’s my husband, and that’s where I’m
gonna be buried when I die.” But I knew she didn’t really care. Because when I went to take her
pain away, I found out there was none to take. No sadness, no grief. The only thing she had in
her joy that she now owned the land that Mama Mae had cleared, that our family had tilled. For
the first time, I fought back. But not for what she thought.
“You ain’t gettin’ none of this land, Missy!” Macedonia told me. “But if all you
want is to bury your papa under that tree, I actually don’t care.” And then she had laughed.
“Long as they all together, I guess I don’t have to worry ‘bout no ghosts haunting me ‘cause
they ain’t happy. Go on, girl. I’ma give you that just to show I ain’t as mean as you make me
out to be.”
The night after my father was buried, I heard a voice that comforted me, even though my
family was really gone. I soothed me to sleep, and right then I knew someone or something
would guide me to do whatever was the next thing, whatever that was. I just had to wait. And
listen.
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CHAPTER 10
The Weeping Woman

There was a knock on the door on the last warm evening in 1921, the evening Sophia
obeyed her stepmother for the last time. It was a gentle knock that was persistent and annoying.
Macedonia opened the door the way she always did when she heard the knocking. After she
opened it wide, she sat down in the pine chair at the pine table and waited for the guest to sit
down. Sophie had already gotten out the cups she knew Macedonia would request. She had
already gone outside and picked three lemons from the little tree outside in the yard. She had
already squeezed the lemons into the pitcher. She had already added a cup of sugar. She had
already gone to the well and drawn up enough water to make four cups. She had already mixed
the sugar and lemon juice together to make a syrup, and she had already poured the water into
the pitcher and stirred it with the wooden spoon. Before the knock on the door, Sophie had
swept the little room of all the dust and dirt that would return when she was done, some of it
finding its way back as soon as the door was opened. When it was done, when all the chores
Macedonia had ordered Sophie to accomplish were finished, while Sophie put away the broom,
the knock came. Macedonia opened it.
When the door was opened, just wide enough, it was Weeping came in.
Weeping was invited only because Macedonia knew that Weeping would not be staying
long. Weeping never did. Not with Sophie here to take the sadness away. And that was the only
reason Macedonia opened to door every time Weeping knocked.
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She did not sit at the pine table like the others. She did not take the lemonade; she did
not drink the water. Instead she walked over to the corner of the kitchen, and knelt down to
where Sophie sat, hunched over and waiting for the draining of her, the emptying of peace. But
there was none of that, not this time. Instead, as Weeping Woman took Sophie’s hands, she
whispered her name, and there was a filling instead of an emptying, a washing away of
darkness, and an idea that there might be hope, and it could be hers to have. It was then that she
knew it was time to begin the leaving, to begin saying goodbye to the life she lost when her
family died, and begin a new one.
Not long after that, Sophie left, and kept going until she found herself where she needed
to be. And the name of that place was Latenight, Georgia.
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